
Зачёт за 2 полугодие 

9 класс 

1. Rewrite these sentences as special questions. 
1. We went for a walk in the evening yesterday. (When) 
2. My mother bakes cakes for my birthday party. (How often) 
3. They have got a country house not far from St.Petersburg. (Where) 
4. My teacher will tell us about London tomorrow. (What) 
5. I am reading an adventure story now. (What kind of) 

 
2. Make up the sentences. 

1) watch / he/a hockey match/ at the moment ? 
2) you/ a regular TV viewer ? 
3) enjoy/ you / a thriller ? 
4) How often / your mother/ watch/ soaps? 
5) yesterday / go to the cinema / I ? 
6) already / you / see /this film ? 
7) help / TV / to relax / after a long day ? 

 
3. Rewrite these sentences from direct speech into reported speech. 
1. «My friend lives in Moscow», said Alec. 
2. The poor man  said: «My horse is wild. It can kill your horse». 
3. «You have not done your work well», said the teacher to me. 
4. «I can’t explain this rule to you» said my classmate to me. 
5. He said «I have just received a letter from my uncle» 
6. I said: «I can give you my address» 

 
4. Use the prompts to write sentences, as in the example. 
1. Образец: the temperature/drop below 0`C/ water freeze 

               If the temperature drops below 0`C, water freeze. 
2. you/ eat/ lots of sweets/ you put on weight 
3. you/ not water/ plants/ they die 
4. you/ heat butter/ it melt 

 
5. Write sentences in passive voice. 
1. coffe/ make/ Brazil 
2. King Kong/ film/ New York/ 1930s 
3. roubles/use /Russia 
4. the statue/ not make/ marble 
5. breakfast/ serve/8 o`clock 
6. this game/ play/ four people 
7. the hospital/ open/ last Monday 
8. these coins/ use/ ancient Greeks 
9. famous painting/keep/ museum 
10. Buckingham Palace/ visit/ millions of tourists 

 


